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Collaboration and Impact of Innovations:  
The Average Effect 
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But how does collaboration affect extreme outcomes? 

“Nothing was ever created by two men. There are no good collaborations, whether in music, in 
art, in poetry, in mathematics, in philosophy. Once the miracle of creation has taken place, the 
group can build and extend it, but the group never invents anything. The preciousness lies in 
the lonely mind of a man” 

- Steinbeck, 1952 

“Eli is a mad genius… Both of those words apply. Some of his ideas are totally bogus. And 
some of his ideas are brilliant. Eli himself can’t always tell the two apart” 

- Ratliff, 2006 

“The problem with the lone inventor is that if you don’t sift, you are liable to spend much time 
going down dead ends” 

- Brefka, 2006 
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Scenario (2): greater variance from collaboration  

Collaboration increases probability of both particularly good and
 particularly poor outcomes 

Scenario (3): lower variance from collaboration  

But collaboration now decreases probability of particularly poor outcomes
 and increases probability of particularly good outcomes 

Scenario (1): lower variance from collaboration  

Collaboration decreases probability of both particularly good and
 particularly poor outcomes 

Scenario (4): greater variance from collaboration  

But collaboration still decreases probability of particularly poor outcomes
 and increases probability of particularly good outcomes 



Collaboration and Citation Impact of Patents:  
Cumulative distribution function plots 
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Examining why collaboration helps: 
Potential mediators 

•  More diverse knowledge access via cumulative experience 
–  Operationalized as the number of unique technology classes anyone on 

the team has worked on in the past 

•  Wider knowledge access through cumulative social capital 
–  Operationalized as the number of unique inventors in the team’s social 

network (past collaborators or collaborators’ collaborators) 



Collaboration and Citation Impact of Patents:  
Testing for mediation 



Collaboration and Citation Impact of Patents:  
Not just a mean shift (Quantile Regressions) 
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Caveats 

•  Endogeneity of the choice to collaborate 

•  Unobserved heterogeneity across projects 

•  Collaborative projects probably also cost more overall 

•  Does greater citation impact => greater value? 



So where is greater citation impact coming from? 

•  Better quality of collaborative innovations? 

•  Or just better diffusion of collaborative innovations? 

Probably a combination… 

… but their relative importance remains an open question 



A Broader Point: 
Two common uses of patent citations 

1.  Measuring knowledge flows 
–  If a patent X cites patent Y, evidence that inventors for X might have 

built upon and extended knowledge from inventors behind Y 

3.  Measuring quality of innovations 
–  If a patent X gets more citations than patent Y, then patent X is probably 

of better quality than patent Y 

Citation “impact” surely has components of both! 

•  Should be kept in mind for either interpretation 


